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Abstract

This work is intended to understand the variation of pressure and flow at the pump
inlet of liquid rocket engine. The opening and closure of the valve upstream of the
pump features complex phenomenon. The opening and closing of the valve cause
pressure and flow variations at the pump inlet which may lead to combustion
instabilities in combustion chamber of engine, hydraulic transients in feedlines, and
off-design operation of turbo-pumps which are fundamental to the efficient testing
and operation of engine. A numerical model to predict the pressure and flow
transients across a control valve for different rate of opening in fluid feed systems
has been developed using first-order finite difference technique. In case of flow in
pipes, the velocity and pressure is governed by momentum and continuity
equations. A computer code for the prediction of fluid transients is developed based
on method of characteristics for one-dimensional fluid flow in pipelines and
compared with test data for validation. The control valve is considered to be in-line
with the feed line and modeled based on the valve coefficient vs. percent opening
of valve. This model can subsequently be used to predict the effect of opening/
closing time of the valve on pressure surges across the control valve and
corresponding flow rate in the feedline for different opening of the valve.

Keywords: Hydraulic transients, Method of characteristics, Control valve, Pressure
surge, Flow control, Water hammer, Unsteady friction

Introduction
Characterization of pressure and flow transients is an area of immense interest to re-

searchers in the field of fluid dynamics since flow transients may result in performance

degradation due to variation in most critical parameters like flow or pressure. The

most popular manifestation of this phenomena is combustion instability in case of li-

quid propellant engines or bursting of water supply lines around the city due to sudden

surges in pressure which can be attributed to valve opening or closure, pump starts/

stoppages, and by abnormal condition, such as power failure.
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Several numerical methods have been reported in literature for hydraulic hammer ef-

fects in fluid lines when a valve is subjected to closure. The algebraic method, proposed

by Allievi [1] solved the differential equation for a non-visous flow but the results were

found to be inaccurate. The Graphical method, proposed by Löwy [2], and later ex-

tended for use by Bergeron [3] and Parmakian [4] assumes quasi-steady friction model.

The results from this method were found to be accurate only for first wave-period only.

It was in 1950, when Gray [5] proposed an algorithm to solve transient problem using

method of characterisitcs. This work was later improved by Streeter and Lai [6]. Many

studies have been carried out in the past to solve the transient state problems, but

Method of Charateristics is the most widely used method for the solution to such

problems.

Streeter [7] derived the equations for the numerical solution of transient liquid flow

in a conduit using method of characteristics. He presented some applications to show

the general adaptability of equations and boundary conditions. He assumed some clos-

ing characteristics of a valve as a function of time and validated the data with his ex-

perimental work.

Lohrasbi and Attarnejad [8] presented a study on pressure oscillations in water net-

works. They developed a mathematical model for the hydraulic circuits and studied the

effect of valve opening/closing on pressure oscillations. They modeled various pipe net-

works and observed the effects of water hammer. They concluded that slow opening/

closing of valve results in less pressure surge.

Shani et al. [9] summarized the work of many researchers over the past years towards

the solution of transient state problem in fluids. The paper stated the purpose and im-

portance of previous works evolved over time. The paper also presented a mathematical

model for transient state problem starting with the assumptions involved in classical

transient theory and presented in all the previously formulated mathematical models.

The results of numerical model based on method of characteristics was compared with

experimental data as published by M.S. Ghidaoui et al. [10] for validation, which was

found to be within an average relative error of 1.5% of maximum pressure head.

Berrier, Jr. [11] presented his thesis on dynamics of propellant lines and developed

simple code to solve equations of motion using finite difference method to solve for

pressure and velocity field within a pipe. Simulations were run for known boundary

conditions, results were analyzed and compared with published data. The model was

able to predict the flow field for different sets of conditions for complex systems like

multi-pipe models, valve closure, cavitation, reservoir and accumulator with sufficient

accuracy. The model also took into account the courant condition to consider the sta-

bility of solution. This model was also able to verify the discreet vapor model to valid-

ate cavitation problems.

Sirvole [12] presented his thesis on transient analysis in pipe networks to study

pressure and velocity variation by sudden closure of valve. The maximum pressure

heads on comparison with Joukowski’s equation was found to be comparable. Few

other simulations were run to analyze gaseous cavitation in pipes by developing a

2D numerical model using MATLAB. The results from the study presents a signifi-

cant increase in fluid temperature along with high pressures during transients. As

a result, some of the fluid gets vaporized and pockets of air are formed in distribu-

tion systems.
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Most of the previously mentioned works/researches focused on hydraulic transients

in a conduit due to valve closure as a function of time only. Very few/limited studies

have been done so far to study the perturbations in flow parameters expressed as a

function of percentage opening and response time of the valve. The transients encoun-

tered in fluid transfer lines due to installed characteristics of the valve represented as a

function of percentage opening and time are still a subject to be studied in more detail.

The present work highlights the effect of percentage opening, response time and valve

characteristics of the valve on flow and pressure fluctuations in transfer lines.

Methods/experimental
This research focuses primarily on the development of a numerical model of a feed line

with a single control valve in operation. The control valve is modeled using its installed

characteristics followed by its validation with Test data. Water is used as a medium to

carry out the analysis owing to its ease of availability, non-toxicity, stability at room

temperature, and less susceptibility to cavitation.

The current analysis aims at minimizing the variation in flow-rates and pressure at

the upstream of test article to ensure required flow parameters within permissible range

of variation. A mathematical model of a feed line is developed and presented in this

paper which includes flow components like constant pressure tank, feed line, Control

valve, elbows and fittings. This model, upon successful validation, will be used to simu-

late some predetermined process test conditions like pressure and flow rate at the inlet

of turbo-pumps of rocket engine during its testing. Based on the agreement of test re-

sults and numerical model, as discussed in this paper, this model shall be used further

to model the pressure and flow characteristics during flow transition from one tank to

other using simultaneous operation of two valves. It is expected that the change-over of

flow from one from one feed circuit to another will cause pressure and flow transients

at the engine inlet which are detrimental to the performance of the engine.

Modeling principles and classical assumptions

The analysis is carried out by solving the 1-D equations obtained by applying the con-

servation of mass and momentum principles to a control volume. The solution involves

following steps:

1. Derivation of the partial differentiation equation.

2. Parameters affecting the flow transients in a pipeline.

3. Solving the equation through partial differential equation using “method of

characteristics”.

4. Characterization of the boundary conditions.

5. Modeling the feed line circuit with control valve and assigning proper boundary

conditions.

6. Analysis of the results derived from above steps.

The existing fundamental theory for the transient flows in pipelines is drawn from

classical assumptions: [13, 14]
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1. One-dimensional flow, with pipe full of incompressible fluid at all times.

2. Dynamic liquid-pipe interactions are neglected and a quasi-steady interaction [15]

between pipe and liquid is assumed and friction factors obtained under steady con-

ditions applied to unsteady flows.

3. Liquid velocity is much less than wave velocity.

4. Rigid feed lines, which is merely an approximation as the feed line has expansion

joints and flexible hoses.

Governing equations and numerical solution [16]

Newton second law of motion can be applied to the case of unsteady flow of a com-

pressible fluid to an infinitesimal mass of fluid in an elastic pipe, as illustrated in Fig. 1,

to get momentum equation, as follows:

ρAdx
dV
dt

¼ pA− pAþ ∂p
∂x

Adx

� �
þ ρgAdx sinθ−τπDdx ð1Þ

As wall shear stress τ can be written as τ¼ ρfV jV j
8 ,

Thus, Eq. (1) can be re-written as:

L1 :
∂V
∂t

þ 1
ρ
∂p
∂x

þ g
dz
dx

þ f V j V j
2D

¼ 0 ð2Þ

Considering conservation of mass, the continuity equation can be obtained from the

flow element and can be written as:

L2 :
dp
dt

þ ρa2
∂V
∂x

þ v
∂p
∂x

¼ 0 ð3Þ

The method of characteristics proceeds by making a linear combination of Eqs. (2)

and (3) using a Lagrangian multiplier λ which, by appropriate substitution, results in

two characteristic equations [17]

C+ equation:

dV
dt

þ 1
ρa

dp
dt

þ g
dz
dx

þ fV Vj j
2D

¼ 0 ð4Þ

Equation (4) is applicable if dx
dt = v + a

Fig. 1 Control volume used to derive continuity and momentum equations [16]
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C− equation:

dV
dt

−
1
ρa

dp
dt

þ g
dz
dx

þ fV Vj j
2D

¼ 0 ð5Þ

Equation (5) is applicable if dx
dt ¼ v - a

The above equation forms the basis for the finite difference approach to compute the

numerical solution of the transient characteristics in feed lines of fluids.
dx
dt = v ± a represents a pair of straight lines between t and x on which C+ and C−

equations are valid, as shown in given Fig. 2.

Equations (4) and (5) are non-linear coupled equation in flow velocity and pressure;

therefore, first order first-order finite difference method is used to solve the system of

equations and compute the numerical solution.

A pipe of length L is discretized into N number of elements, giving N + 1 number of

nodes. For every time step Δt, the pressure and flow velocity is computed at each node.

The time step is determined by the pipe length and the wave speed according to Δt =

Δx/a.

The MOC requires viscous flow in pipes to satisfy the Courant condition in Eq. 6.

The Courant number (Co), is defined as the ratio of the actual wave speed and the nu-

merical wave speed (Δx/Δt).

Co ¼ a
Δx
.
Δt

ð6Þ

Based on the analytical studies and procedures proposed by O’brien [18] and consider-

ing linearized equation, Perkins [19] has proved that for the process to be stable, the time

step Δt should be calculated such that the Courant number should be less than or equal

to 1 for better stability and faster convergence of the model. This shows that characteris-

tics through the point C, as shown in Fig. 2 shall not fall outside segment AB [20].

The C+, hereafter mentioned as CP is valid upstream, i.e., when using information

from the previous node in the previous time step, represented by the characteristic line

with positive slope in Fig. 2. The C−, hereafter mentioned as CM is valid downstream,

i.e., when using information from the next node in the previous time step, represented

by the characteristic line with negative slope in Fig. 2. Integration of equations followed

by first order approximation, results in following equations.

Fig. 2 Representation of characteristics lines
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ðVC−VAÞ þ ðPC−PAÞ=ρaþ g
dz
dx

ðtC−tAÞ þ fVA j VA j ðtC−tAÞ=2D ¼ 0 ð7Þ

xC−xA ¼ ðVA þ aÞ ðtC−tAÞ ð8Þ

ðVC−V BÞ−ðPC−PBÞ=ρaþ g
dz
dx

ðtC−tBÞ þ fVB j V B j ðtC−tBÞ=2D ¼ 0 ð9Þ

xC−xB ¼ V B þ að Þ tC−tBð Þ ð10Þ

Rewriting above equations in terms of flow rate Q and solving Eqs. (7) and (9) for QC

and PC,

Qc ¼ CP−BPc ð11Þ
Qc ¼ CMþ BPc ð12Þ

where

CP ¼ QA þ BPA - RA - FFQAjA j ð13Þ
CM ¼ QB−BPB−RB−FFQBjBj ð14Þ
B ¼ A=ρa ð15Þ

R ¼ gAΔt
dz
dx

ð16Þ

FF ¼ fΔt=2DA ð17Þ

Solution to Eqs. (11) and (12) gives

Qc ¼ CMþ CPð Þ=2 ð18Þ

Equation (18) can be substituted in Eqs. (11) or (12) to get pressure Pc at that node.

Flowchart for computation of solution [11]

This section describes the steps involved in calculating the Pressure and flow rate for

the pipeline transient problem. Corresponding steps involved in modeling process in

the form of flowchart, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Boundary conditions [20]

The finite difference equations, as defined in above equations, are applicable when the

end boundary equations remain same, which is usually the case with steady-state flows.

As soon as the boundary conditions start varying, it start influencing the interior points

in the subsequent time step. Thus, in order to compute the pressure and flow at every

time step, proper boundary conditions become necessary to be defined.

At the inlet and outlet of pipe, only one equation is available at either end. Thus, with

respect to the previous time step, Eq. (13) is used to compute positive characteristic

line at the upstream end of pipe while Eq. (14) can be used to get negative characteris-

tic equation on the downstream side of the pipe, as shown in Fig. 4. With known pres-

sure or flow conditions at the inlet or outlet of pipe, Eqs. (11) and (12) are used to

calculate the other flow parameters on either end.

The simplest boundary conditions are specified values of the relevant variables, the

pressure or flow in this case. At the inlet,
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Pc = Preservoir = constant.

Thus, using Eq. (14), negative characteristic equation is derived.

With pressure known at the inlet, Eq. (12) is used to compute flow at inlet.

Similarly, Eqs. (11) and (13) can be used to derive pressure/flow boundary condition

at the outlet, provided either of one property out of flow or pressure is known.

It is to be noted that Eq. (18) and its associated equations are valid for interior points

of the solution space, 2 ≤ i ≤ N.

Boundary conditions, valid for all values of t ≥ 0, must be imposed on the two points

at either end. Initial conditions must be specified at t = 0.

Modeling of control valve [11]

The process of valve modeling defined in the present and subsequent sections is just a

variation of the work by Berrier, Jr. [11] wherein the valve characteristics are defined as

a function of valve response time and percentage lift of the valve. Berrier, Jr. [11] in his

work presented valve pressure-discharge characteristic which follows exponential law

and it is a function of time only and not a function of percentage lift of the valve.

Moreover, the present work considers installed characteristics of the valve for analysis

Fig. 3 Flowchart to solve transient problem

Fig. 4 Characteristic lines at the pipe ends
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which evaluates flow and pressure transients across the valve based on variation of flow

coefficient with percentage lift which is again a function of time.

Any flow component like a valve-in-line, as shown in Fig. 5, can be considered to be

composed of two pipes connected by a valve. In this case, Eqs. (11) and (12) are valid

for inlet and outlet of two pipes. Additional variables at valve inlet calls for additional

auxiliary equations to obtain the complete solution. The continuity equation provides

one such equation

QP J ;Nþ1¼QP

�� ��
Jþ1;1 ð19Þ

while the fourth equation is deduced from the valve characteristic curve representing

its flow coefficient vs. % lift of the valve.

Writing Eqs. (11) and (12) across the valve at nodes (J,N + 1) and (J + 1,1),

QPj J ;Nþ1ð Þ ¼ Cp J ;Nþ1ð Þ - B1PP

�� ��
J ;Nþ1ð Þ ð20Þ

QPj Jþ1;1ð Þ ¼ CM Jþ1;1ð Þ þ B2PP
�� ��

Jþ1;1ð Þ ð21Þ

where

Cp

��
J ;Nþ1ð Þ ¼ Qa þ B1Pa - FF Qa j Qa j ð22Þ

CMj Jþ1;1ð Þ¼ Qb - B2Pb - FF Qb j Qb j ð23Þ

When the valve is discharging into the downstream of the valve at some pressure,

then for steady-state conditions at fully open condition, the flow rate through the valve

can be written as:

Q0 ¼ CVN� �√ΔPo ð24Þ

The flow rate and pressure drop across the valve during the transient state conditions

can be written as

QP ¼ τ:CVN� �√ PP1−PP2ð Þ ð25Þ

Dividing Eqs. (24) by (25), we get

τ ¼ Qp

Q0
�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ΔP0

ðPp1−Pp2Þ

s
¼ CV�

CVN�
¼ √

CV

CVN
ð26Þ

Rearranging the terms in Eq. (26),

Fig. 5 Modeling of valve in-line with pipe
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QPj J ;Nþ1 ¼ τ:Q0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðPp1−Pp2Þ
ðΔPoÞ

s
ð27Þ

Taking square on both sides and writing CV as a function of CVN

CV ¼ τ2 CVN ð28Þ

where,

CVN ¼ Q2
o

2ΔPo

QPj J ;Nþ1
2 ¼ 2� τ

2:Q2
o

2ΔPo

CP J ;Nþ1ð Þ þ QP J ;Nþ1ð Þ
B1

−

�
CM Jþ1;1ð Þ -QP Jþ1;Nð Þ

B2
g

ð29Þ

Rewriting,

QPj J ;Nþ1
2 - 2Cv QPj J ;Nþ1

1
B1

þ 1
B2

� �
- 2Cv

CP

B1
−
CM

B2

� �
¼0 ð30Þ

The solution of above quadratic equation is based on the direction of flow which is

decided by the value of CP
B1
− CM

B2
if it is greater or less than 0.

Making substitutions and solving above equation for QP|J,N + 1, gives

QPj J ;Nþ1 ¼ −CV
1
B1

þ 1
B2

� �
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CV

2 1
B1

þ 1
B2

� �2

þ 2CV
CP

B1
−
CM

B2

� � !vuut ð31Þ

Above equation is applicable for positive flow where Eq. (26) is applicable and CP
B1

− CM
B2

>0

For negative flow, Eq. (27) can be written as

τ ¼ −
Qp

Q0
�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

P0

ðPp2−Pp1Þ

s
and

CP

B1
−
CM

B2
< 0

In this case, Eq. (27) can be written as

QPj J ;Nþ1 ¼ CV
1
B1

þ 1
B2

� �
−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CV

2 1
B1

þ 1
B2

� �
−2CV

CP

B1
−
CM

B2

� �� �s
ð32Þ

With QP|J,N + 1 known, it can be substituted in continuity Eqs. (19), (20), (21) to com-

pute QP|J + 1,1, PP1 and PP2.

System analysis
In this section, the equations developed in the above sections by the method of charac-

teristics followed by the application of relevant boundary conditions are used to model

flow components like control valve in a feed line. Pressure and flow parameters are cal-

culated at each time step along the feed line. The results of the mathematical model

are subsequently verified with the experimental data.

Valve characteristics

The system used for the analysis is shown in Fig. 8. For current investigation, water is

used as a working fluid. In the given system, a control valve has been introduced in the
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feed line for the calibration of flow component FLC (see Fig. 8). The system consists of

a constant pressure reservoir at 26 bar. Flow components like flow-meter, pressure

transmitters, electro-pneumatic valve and control valve are installed in the feed line, in

addition to the Control valve IVC-101. The flow component FLC has been kept at a

constant opening of 24%, which acts as a source of high pressure drop at this opening.

The outlet of the feed circuit is connected to the collection tank kept at a constant

pressure of 1.6 bar. Based on the inlet and outlet boundary conditions, the technical

specifications of control valve IVC-104 are given in Table 1. Further, the installed char-

acteristics of the IVC-104 are given in Table 2 and Fig. 6.

Figure 6 shows the variation of flow coefficient of the valve with percentage opening.

These are the installed characteristics of the valve specific to the system with maximum

inlet pressure of 30 bar. The maximum theoretical Cv* corresponds to CVN*=38. The

valve pressure-discharge coefficient,

τ ¼ CV�
CVN�

ð33Þ

is defined by above equation. The use of coefficient as a fraction makes the system in-

dependent of the units of Cv*.

Mathematical modeling and numerical analysis

The pipeline is modeled as consisting of two pipes of equal diameter in series, where

both the upstream and downstream ends of the system are connected to constant pres-

sure reservoirs. The pressure drop across the system caused due to various flow com-

ponents is taken into account by modeling the feed line of appropriate length upstream

and downstream of the valve.

ΔP flow components ¼ ρ�ð f �lÞequivalent�V2

2�d
ð34Þ

A line of suitable length is considered to account for the same pressure drop under

steady-state conditions during the modeling in order to reduce the computational

power for the numerical simulation involving the modeling of all flow components.

Table 1 Specifications of control valve IVC-104

Fluid medium Water

Working temperature (K) 298 K

Inlet nominal pipe size × schedule DN80, 10S

Outlet nominal pipe size × schedule DN80, 10S

Flow characteristic Equal percentage

Pressure rating class, metric 150#

End connection Flanged

Normal position Normally close

Operating
conditions

Inlet temprature (K) 298 K 298 K 298 K 298 K

Inlet pressure (bar) 30 30 5 5

Outlet pressure (bar) 5 5 2 2

Flow-rate (kg/s) 12 2 12 0.5–0.8
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Under steady-state conditions during the full opening of the valve, the equivalent

length of pipe upstream and downstream of the valve was evaluated to be around 320

m and 20 m respectively for a friction factor of approx. 0.015.

The solution starts begins with steady flow until t = 0.1 s, when the control valve be-

gins to close in steps. The pressure wave velocity a is calculated as

a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
K 0

ρ

s
ð35Þ

where

1
K
þ D
E:t

¼ 1
K 0

Initialization of parameters and boundary conditions
Fluid medium: Water

Diameter of pipe: 2.5” 10S, or 0.0669 m

Inlet pressure: 26 bar

Outlet pressure: ambient 1.6 bar

Length of feed line from ITK-01 to valve: 320 m

Length of feed line from valve to ITK-02: 20 m

Number of nodes considered in feed line: 122 (120 on feed line + 2 on valve inlet and

outlet)

Duration of analysis: 13 s

Steady-state flow rate Qo (lit/s): 11.75 L/s

Time step (s): 3.62e−04 (based on Courant condition)

Table 2 Installed Cv characteristics for control valve IVC-104

% opening 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Cv* 0 2.09 5.13 9.03 13.43 17.75 22.07 26.29 30.66 34.95 37.27

τ 0 0.055 0.135 0.238 0.353 0.467 0.58 0.69 0.806 0.92 0.98

Fig. 6 Installed characteristic curve for IVC-104
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Methodology for numerical analysis

During steady flow, the flow across the system is evaluated. Also, the pressure drop

ΔPo across the valve IVC-104 is calculated and substituted in Eq. (29) to evaluate CVN

for the given system.

Starting with the upstream end of the pipeline, a constant pressure reservoir is mod-

eled, allowing the volumetric flow rate to be calculated by Eq. (12). Moving down-

stream, the next boundary condition encountered was the Control valve IVC-104. In

this case, the flow rate is calculated in accordance with Eq. (31), where the valve

pressure-discharge characteristic is defined by Eq. (31) and Table 2. The pressure on

the upstream and downstream of the valve can then be calculated from Eqs. (11) and

(12).

The control valve IVC-104 is initially closed until t = 0.1 s, correspondingly, τ is equal

to 0. The valve begins to open at t = 0.1 sec when the % opening increases to 10% in

0.25 s and maintains this position for 1 s. The interval of 1 s is chosen between two

successive openings so that there is sufficient time for the flow to get stabilized and

there is no noticeable fluctuations in pressure and flow during experimental trials. If

this time interval is too less, then the flow may not get stabilized before opening the

valve further. If this time interval is too high, then more computational power is re-

quired to run the simulation. Moreover, the average of stabilized flow and pressure data

during experimental trails is taken for calculation of valve flow-coefficient Cv*. After t

= 1.35 s, the valve opens to 20% in 0.25 s and maintains its position for 1 s. This con-

tinues till the valve is completely opened, as shown in Fig. 7. At each time step, the

value of τ is evaluated and used to evaluate the required value of Cv, in accordance with

Eq. 28. This value of Cv is then substituted in Eq. (31). The final boundary condition

occurs at the pipe outlet which is pressure reservoir at 1.6 bar. The flow condition here

is evaluated by substituting the pressure in Eq. (11).

Results and discussion
The results of numerical analysis performed for a particular case of opening a control

valve with a given set of boundary conditions are compared with that of experimental

Fig. 7 Variation of percent opening of IVC-104 vs. time
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data, as obtained from Cold flow Test Facility, IPRC. The numerical analysis is done

for the following experimental setup:

Experimental setup

The numerical model is based on the experimental setup, as shown in Fig. 8, which

consists of two run tanks, mainly DM water run tank, ITK-01 maintained at a constant

pressure of 2.6 MPa and DM water collection Tank ITK-02, at ambient pressure. Flow

meter FFQ-101 is connected in-line in closed loop with IVC-103. All other flow com-

ponents including IVP-103 and IVC-103 are kept at full-open condition. The flow com-

ponent being modeled is IVC-104. IVC-104 is opened in steps as shown in Fig. 7. The

complete setup is a part of calibration of flow component FLC (classified) at different

opening. One such experimental data at an opening of 24% is considered for the nu-

merical validation of our model, which is also a source of high pressure drop in the

feed line. Pressure transducers/transmitters are installed at various points along the

feed line to understand the variation of pressure during the opening of IVC-104 and

simultaneous comparison with numerical data.

Model validation

The results of the numerical simulations are compared with the measured data during

the calibration of the flow component FLC, when the valve IVC-104 is opened from 0

to 100% in steps. As the initial boundary conditions of the experimental setup are

known, they are used as an input for the validation of numerical analysis. The sampling

rate of the data acquisition system is 500 ms, while that of the numerical model is 3.6e

−04 s. The sequence of opening of valve IVC-104 is given in Fig. 7.

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the numerical data (blue) with the experimental

data (red) for a given set of boundary conditions across the control valve IVC-104 in

the feed line.

1. As the valves is fully closed till t = 0.1 s, the flow-rate (Fig. 9.a, 9.b) is monitored to

be 0. As the valve begins to open at t = 0.1 s, the flow-rate across the flow-meter

FFQ-101 and hence, the control valve IVC-101, gradually increases with time, as

shown in Fig. 9a. The flow-rate begins to stabilize after 0.35 s till t = 1.35 sec when

again flow begins to increase till t = 1.6 s when the valve opens from 10 to 20%. It

can be seen from Fig. 9.a that the model is able to accurately capture the variation

Fig. 8 Experimental setup for model validation
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in flow rate for different opening of Control valve in the feed line. Although the

model is unable to predict the flow-rate initially to sufficient accuracy, the numer-

ical results match closely with experimental results after 10% opening.

2. The flow across any valve is a function of valve coefficient Cv* and increases with

increase in Cv*. The variation of Cv* as a function of percentage opening is shown

in Fig. 6. As control valve continues to open as described in Fig. 7, the flow-rate

continues to increase in-line with increase in Cv* (or percentage opening), as shown

in Fig. 9.b.

3. In closed position of valve IVC-104 till t = 0.1 s, the pressure at the inlet of IVC-

104 is same as tank pressure ITK-101, as shown in Fig. 9.c. As the valve begins to

open at t = 0.1 s, there is a lot of fluctuations initially in pressure. Since, the flow

increases with increase in valve opening, the inlet pressure to the control valve

IVC-104 decreases due to the pressure drop in the system.

4. The pressure of the collection tank ITK-102 is constant and is equal to 1.6 bar. As

the flow-rate increases with valve opening and in order to maintain constant

Fig. 9 Comparison of numercal and experimental results. a: Comparison of flow rate vs. time. b:
Comparison of flow vs. valve opening. c: Comparison of inlet pressure of IVC-04. d: Comparison of outlet
pressure of IVC-104. e: Comparison of pressure drop across IVC-104
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pressure at the inlet of tank, the pressure at the outlet of IVC-104 continues to in-

crease, as shown in Fig. 9.d. The magnitude of the fluctuations also matches appro-

priately as can be seen from the plot.

5. As the valve continues to open as depicted in Figs. 6 and 7, the inlet pressure

continues to decrease as shown in Fig. 9.c. Also, the valve coefficient Cv* is

inversely proportional to pressure drop across the valve therefore the pressure

drop across across the valve continues to decrease. This is very clearly evident

from the plot given in Fig. 9.e.

6. It may be noted that the pressure and flow transients in Fig. 9 do not exactly

match each other during initial transients. There is a pressure and flow variation

during the initial opening of control valve as observed in the numerical model,

when compared to experimental data. This is the result of a sudden change in

velocity, and hence inertia from 0 to a finite value, causing a temporary separation

of liquid column at the valve. Moreover, larger pressure gradient during the initial

opening of the valve cause a variation of pressure and flow.

Conclusions
A numerical model is developed to analyze fluid transients in order to predict the vari-

ation of pressure and flow in the feed line for different opening of control valve. The

derivation of the equations of motion used in the numerical analysis are based on

method of characteristics. The model is used to determine the effect of valve opening

in steps on pressure and flow transients. The present work defines a more realistic ap-

proach where change in flow pattern by virtue of valve plug design is incorporated in

the mathematical model. The model use actual flow coefficient vs. percent opening

characteristics for the control valve as an input. Numerical predictions of model is vali-

dated against experimental data. There is a close agreement of the numerical and ex-

perimental data. The predictions of flow and pressure matched very closely, when

compared point by point. The numerical results also predicts the variation of pressure

and flow for the valve opening values less than 10% when the controllability in case of

control valves is quite less. The model can be subsequently used to analyze some real-

time situations which involve propellants like liquid oxygen and kerosene at higher flow

rates and pressure. The effects of opening time of control valve on the downstream

transients are studied. These studies are important for maintaining the actual inlet con-

ditions of engine under special conditions, when the flow from one propellant feed line

has to be switched over to the other switched feed line in order to ensure flow-rate and

pressure conditions within permissible limits.

Abbreviations
MoC: Method of characteristics; Co: Courant number; CVN:

Q2
o

2ΔPo
(known constant in valve equation at 100% valve

opening, based on steady state value); Cv: Theoritically derived valve coefficient for a given valve opening; CVN*:
Qo
√ΔPo

(Max. flow coefficient of the valve at 100 % opening); in this case, CVN* = 38; Cv*: Experimentally derived valve
coefficient for a given valve opening; ρ: Density of fluid; A: Cross-sectional area of fluid element (control volume);
dx: length of fluid element (control volume); dt: Time step; z: Elevation of fluid element from datum; v: Velocity of flow
in control volume of pipe; Q: Flow rate through control volume of pipe; D: Diameter of pipe; g: Acceleration due to
gravity; a: Wave velocity; K: Bulk modulus of fluid; E: Young’s modulus of feedline; f: Coefficient of friction; B, FF
: Pipeline constants; N: Number of nodes in a pipe; J: Counter to indicate the pipe; τ: Dimensionless valve pressure-
discharge characteristic; Qo: Steady-state flow rate through the fully open valve; ΔPo: Pressure difference across the
valve in steady-state conditions at full opening; O: Steady-state condition
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